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Abstract
Electroencephalographic oscillations in the sleep spindle frequency range (11–16 Hz) are a key element of human nonrapid eye
movement sleep. In the present study, sleep spindle characteristics along the anterior–posterior axis were analysed during and outside
the circadian phase of melatonin secretion. Sleep electroencephalograms were recorded during naps distributed over the entire
circadian cycle and analysed with two different methodological approaches, the classical fast Fourier transform in the frequencydomain and a new method for instantaneous spectral analysis, the fast time frequency transform that yields high-resolution parameters
in the combined time-frequency-domain. During the phase of melatonin secretion, spindle density was generally increased and
intraspindle frequency variation reduced. Furthermore, lower spindle frequencies were promoted: peak frequencies shifted towards the
lower end of the spindle frequency range, and spindle amplitude was enhanced in the low-frequency range (11–14.25 Hz) and reduced
in the high-frequency range (14.5–16 Hz). The circadian variation showed a clear dependence on brain topography such that it was
maximal in the parietal and minimal in the frontal derivation. Our data provide evidence that the circadian pacemaker actively promotes
low-frequency sleep spindles during the biological night with a parietal predominance.

Introduction
The timing and structure of human sleep are regulated by the endogenous circadian pacemaker located in the suprachiasmatic nuclei
(SCN) of the hypothalamus (Dijk & Czeisler, 1995b; Dijk et al., 1997).
The strength of this circadian control is very different for the two main
electroencephalographic (EEG) oscillations during non-rapid eye
movement (NREM) sleep  slow waves and sleep spindles. Slowwave activity (SWA; EEG power density in the 0.75–4.5 Hz range)
does not exhibit substantial circadian modulation, whereas activity in
the spindle frequency range (SFA; EEG power density in the 11–16 Hz
range) shows a clear circadian rhythm (Dijk & Czeisler, 1995b; Dijk
et al., 1997). This circadian rhythm is frequency-specific, such that
SFA in the 12.25–13 Hz range coincides with the peak, and SFA in the
14.25–15.5 Hz range with the nadir of the endogenous rhythm of
melatonin secretion (Dijk et al., 1997). This inverse circadian phase
relationship in low and high SFA has two possible explanations. The
frequency per se of sleep spindles could be modulated (i.e. a general
slowing of spindle frequencies during the night), or their amplitude
and/or duration might exhibit frequency-specific modulation. Indeed, a
recent study has demonstrated that frequency, amplitude, as well as the
duration of sleep spindles during NREM sleep all varied significantly
across the circadian cycle (Wei et al., 1999).
The role of sleep spindles is largely unknown. Spindle oscillations
originate in the thalamus, which is the major gateway for information
flow to the cortex (Steriade et al., 1993). Sleep spindles could reduce
this sensory transmission and thereby protect the cortex from arousing
stimuli (Steriade et al., 1993). There is also increasing evidence for an

involvement of sleep spindles in synaptic plasticity and memory
processes (Siapas & Wilson, 1998; Gais et al., 2002; for a review
see Sejnowski & Destexhe, 2000).
Spectral analysis of the EEG, the method of choice in sleep research,
averages spectral components over the considered time-window and
does not discriminate synchronized spindle activity from desynchronized activity in the same frequency band. Therefore, it neither
segregates the contribution of changes in frequency from amplitude,
nor can it yield time-incidence and time-duration in sleep spindle
frequency activity.
It is not yet known whether a frequency-specific circadian modulation of spindle amplitude exists, nor is it known whether circadian
modulation of SFA characteristics varies across brain locations. We
hypothesized that EEG power density, as well as spindle density
(number per time epoch), amplitude and duration show a frequency-specific circadian variation. Furthermore, we hypothesized
that the circadian variation of these spindle characteristics depends
on brain topography along the antero-posterior axis.
To test these hypotheses, we have applied two methodological
approaches to quantify the contribution of spindle amplitude, frequency and density to the circadian as well as topographic modulation
of SFA: classical spectral analysis in the frequency-domain (by means
of the fast Fourier transform; FFT) and a new method for so-called
joint time-frequency domain or instantaneous spectral analysis (by
means of the fast time frequency transform; FTFT).
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Study participants
Seventeen healthy volunteers (nine female, eight male, age range
20–31 years, mean  SEM 25  0.9 years) participated in the study.
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All subjects were nonsmokers, free from medical, psychiatric and
sleep disorders, as assessed by screening questionnaires, a physical
examination and a polysomnographically recorded screening night.
Drug-free status was verified through urinary toxicologic analysis.
Female subjects were studied during the follicular phase of their
menstrual cycle, five of them using oral contraceptives. All participants gave signed informed consent and the study protocol, screening
questionnaires and consent form were approved by the local Ethical
Committee.
Protocol
During the week preceding the study (baseline week), subjects were
instructed to refrain from excessive physical activity, caffeine and
alcohol consumption and to maintain a regular sleep–wake schedule
(bed- and wake-times within 30 min of self-selected target time).
The latter was verified by a wrist activity monitor (Cambridge Neurotechnologies1, UK) and sleep logs. The timing of their sleep–wake
schedule was calculated in such a way that the 8-h sleep episode was
centred at the midpoint of each subject’s habitual sleep episode as
assessed by actigraphy and sleep logs during the baseline week. After
the baseline week, subjects reported to the laboratory in the evening
and spent an 8-h sleep episode, followed by 16 h of scheduled
wakefulness to adjust to the <8 lux experimental conditions (Day
1; Fig. 1). After a second 8-h sleep episode (baseline night), subjects
underwent a 40-h short sleep–wake cycle paradigm under constant
posture conditions (near recumbent during wakefulness and supine
during scheduled sleep episodes) during which they completed 10
alternating cycles of 75 min of scheduled sleep (light levels: 0 lux) and
150 min of scheduled wakefulness. The wake episodes were spent
under constant routine conditions (constant dim light levels <8 lux,

constant posture, food and liquid intake at regular intervals, no time
cues; for details of the CR method see (Cajochen et al., 1999). The
protocol ended with an 8-h recovery sleep episode. Results from the
baseline and recovery night have been reported elsewhere (Knoblauch
et al., 2002).
Sleep recordings and analysis
Sleep was recorded polysomnographically using the VITAPORT
digital ambulatory sleep recorder (Vitaport-3 digital recorder, TEMEC
Instruments B.V., Kerkrade, the Netherlands). Twelve EEGs, two
electro-oculograms, one submental electromyogram and one electrocardiogram signal were recorded. All signals were filtered at 30 Hz
(4th order Bessel type anti-aliasing low-pass filter, total 24 dB/Oct) and
a time constant of 1.0 s was used before online digitization (range
610 mV, 12-bit AD converter, 0.15 mV/bit; sampling rate at 128 Hz for
the EEG). The raw signals were stored online on a Flash RAM Card
(Viking, USA) and downloaded offline to a PC hard drive. Sleep stages
were visually scored on a 20-s basis (Vitaport Paperless Sleep Scoring
Software) according to standard criteria (Rechtschaffen & Kales,
1968) and all further quantitative spindle analyses were limited to
sleep stage two.
EEG spectral analysis
All EEGs were subjected to spectral analysis using an FFT (10%
cosine 4-s window) resulting in a 0.25-Hz bin resolution. In parallel,
EEG artifacts were detected by an automated artifact detection algorithm (CASA, 2000 PhyVision B.V., Gemert, the Netherlands). For
final data reduction, the artifact-free 4-s epochs were averaged over
20-s epochs.
EEG power spectra were calculated during stage two in the frequency range from 0.5 to 32 Hz. Here, we report EEG data derived
from the midline (Fz, Cz, Pz, Oz) referenced against linked mastoids
(A1, A2) in the range of 0.5–25 Hz.
EEG instantaneous spectral analysis

Fig. 1. Overview of the protocol design. After 2 nights and a day in the laboratory to adapt, a 40-h short sleep–wake cycle paradigm (75/150 min) under
constant posture was carried out, followed by an 8-h recovery night. Black bars
indicate scheduled sleep episodes (light levels 0 lux); white bars indicate
scheduled episodes of wakefulness (light levels <8 lux); hatched bars indicate
controlled posture (semirecumbent during wakefulness and supine during
scheduled sleep).

The same digitized EEGs were subjected to instantaneous spectral
analysis using the FTFT (Martens, 1992). For the EEG, the FTFT
calculates instantaneous amplitude, frequency and bandwidth in eight
frequency bands from 0–4 Hz, 4–8 Hz, . . ., 28–32 Hz. Instantaneous
bandwidth is computed from the instantaneous frequency as the
rectified first derivative with respect to time. Therefore, the higher
the frequency variability, the higher the bandwidth. Based on the 4 Hz
range of the filters, the resolution in time of the above parameters is
0.125 s. Over a moving template of 1 s duration, thresholds are applied
to amplitude, frequency and bandwidth parameters to differentiate
synchronized activity from ongoing noise as well as to remove artifacts
(Martens, 1999). The thresholds were determined empirically on a
learning-set of EEG recordings to yield the closest possible agreement
with visual scores. Incorporating the instantaneous bandwidth helped
to achieve a closer agreement in comparison with using only an
amplitude threshold. Finally, the optimized settings from the learning
set were applied to the data set of this study. Here, we focus on detected
synchronized spindle activity. Spindles were detected from the outcome of the 8–12 Hz and 12–16 Hz frequency band, but the frequency
and bandwidth threshold for spindle detection were limited to the
range of 11–16 Hz. These thresholds again were determined empirically and compared with the visual score. Furthermore, a duration limit
(0.5 s and 2 s) was applied for detected spindles. As a result, we
obtained the amplitude and frequency of each individual spindle at a
time-resolution of 0.125 s. The frequency resolution was 0.25 Hz. In
other words, for each 0.25 Hz frequency bin between 11 and 16 Hz, the
time incidence (corresponds to the number of 0.125-s epochs within
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Fig. 2. Raw EEG signal (above) and the output of the fast time frequency transform (FTFT, below) derived from Pz during a 20-s epoch of stage two sleep. The FTFT
depicts synchronized spindle activity, subdivides each spindle into 0.125-s epochs (each represented by a black horizontal bar) and computes frequency and amplitude
for each 0.125-s epoch separately. The height of a horizontal bar reflects the mean amplitude (mV), the position relative to the horizontal lines reflects the mean
frequency within a 0.125-s epoch. The upper horizontal line is at 12 Hz, the lower at 16 Hz.

the given frequency bin) and the amplitude in these 0.125-s epochs
was calculated. Figure 2 depicts a raw EEG curve together with
the output of the spindle FTFT. For each 20-s epoch of stage two
sleep, the mean time incidence and amplitude of synchronized spindle
frequency activity were computed per 0.25-Hz frequency bin between
11 and 16 Hz. Furthermore, spindle density (number of sleep spindles/
20-s epoch) was calculated. Finally, for each individual spindle, the
following parameters were computed: duration, mean frequency,
mean amplitude, standard deviation of frequency, frequency at onset
and offset.
To compare spindle detection of this method with other spindle
detection techniques, spindle density in Cz was calculated during the
baseline night of this protocol. The value obtained (2.0176 n/
20 s  0.23) was very similar to spindle density in central derivations
(C3, C4 or Cz) reported in other studies using automated (Dijk et al.,
1993; Wei et al., 1999) or visual (De Gennaro et al., 2000) spindle
detection algorithms. Furthermore, detected synchronized spindle
activity (Fig. 2) was verified visually by one rater (V.K.). Because
we used a relatively low amplitude threshold (3–5 mV template) and a
relatively broad frequency range (11–16 Hz), the algorithm detected a
spindle density slightly higher than if scored visually. The thresholds
for spindle detection were deliberately set such that the algorithm
yielded more spindles than when scored visually; this is particularly
important in the presence of delta waves where the human eye often
misses superimposed sleep spindles.
Salivary melatonin
Saliva was collected at 30 min intervals during scheduled wakefulness. Saliva samples were assayed for melatonin using a direct doubleantibody radioimmunoassay validated by gas chromatography–mass
spectroscopy with an analytical least detectable dose of 0.15 pg/mL
and a functional least detectable dose of 0.65 pg/mL (Bühlmann
Laboratories, Schönenbuch, Switzerland; Weber et al., 1997).
Classification of naps
Naps comprising a total stage two duration of <5 min were excluded
from the analysis. The first 75 min after lights off in the recovery night
were considered as an additional nap. For time course analyses, naps 4
and 10 were excluded because too few subjects fulfilled these criteria
of a stage two duration of at least 5 min (five and three subjects,
respectively), whereas a total of nine subjects fulfilled these criteria in
the remaining naps.
The top left hand panel in Fig. 3 illustrates the timing of the
scheduled naps across the protocol in relation to endogenous melatonin secretion. Naps were classified into night naps and day naps
depending on their occurrence during, or outside, melatonin secretory

phase. This was defined as follows. The 24-h mean melatonin concentration (between hours 5 and 29 of the 40-h nap protocol) was
calculated for each subject as an individual threshold level. The mean
overall threshold was 9.1  1.4 pg/mL (mean  SEM; n ¼ 17) and is
indicated as a horizontal line in the top left hand panel in Fig. 3. A nap
was rated as a night nap if the melatonin concentration of the last saliva
sample before the nap was above the threshold; otherwise, it was rated
as a day nap. There were on average 5.76  0.39 day naps and
2.94  0.2 night naps per subject. The duration of stage two sleep
did not differ significantly between day and night naps (F1,16 ¼ 0.2;
P ¼ 0.7).
Statistics
The statistical packages SAS1 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA;
Version 6.12) and Statistica1 (StatSoft Inc., 2000. STATISTICA for
Windows, Tulsa, OK, USA) were used. For day–night comparisons,
averaged values across daytime naps were compared with averaged
values across night-time naps. For time course analyses, data derived
from the spectral analysis were subjected to two-way analyses of
variance for repeated measures (rANOVA) with the factors Derivation
and Nap. For day–night comparisons, two-way rANOVAs with the
factors Derivation and Condition or three-way rANOVAs with the
factors Condition, Derivation and Frequency bin (for the time incidence and amplitude per 0.25 Hz bin) were used. All P-values derived
from rANOVAs were based on Huynh–Feldt’s (H-F) corrected degrees
of freedom, but the original degrees of freedom are reported. For post
hoc comparisons the Duncan’s multiple range test and t-tests with
correction for multiple comparisons (Curran-Everett, 2000) were used.

Results
Spectral analysis (FFT)
Time course
Figure 3 illustrates the timing of the scheduled naps across the protocol
in relation to endogenous melatonin secretion (top left hand panel) and
the dynamics of EEG power density across naps (relative stage two
spectra of each nap, expressed as a percentage of the mean of all naps)
in the range of 0.5–25 Hz in Pz. In the insets, the corresponding
absolute spectra between 11 and 16 Hz are shown (spectra of the
individual nap together with the mean spectra of all naps). Successive
naps (without nap 4 and 10, see Methods) are plotted one below
another in two columns, whereby naps occurring at similar circadian
times are placed next to each other. Visual inspection reveals a
prominent time-dependent modulation in the spindle frequency range.
A one-way rANOVA with the factor Nap was performed and revealed
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that power density in most frequency bins between 9 and 21.75 Hz
varied significantly across naps (see symbols above the top right hand
panel of Fig. 3). By contrast, power density between 0.5 and 9 Hz, thus
in the delta, theta and lower alpha range, as well as above 21.75 Hz did

not exhibit a significant modulation over time. For frequency bins with
a significant rANOVA, post hoc comparisons between the value for the
individual nap and the mean of all naps were performed (Duncan’s
multiple range test on log-transformed absolute values). In general,

Fig. 3. Melatonin secretion, timing of the naps
and the time course of EEG power density in
the naps (nap 1–3, 5–9 and 11). Top left hand
panel: Black symbols represent the mean curve
of melatonin secretion (mean  SEM; n ¼ 17).
The horizontal line marks the mean threshold
(calculated as the 24 h mean melatonin
concentration). Vertical grey bars represent nap
1–11. Average times, when the midpoint of the
naps occurred, are indicated on the top
horizontal axis (mean times, n ¼ 17). Other
panels: EEG power density in the range from
0.5 to 25 Hz in nap 1–11 (without nap 4 and
10) expressed as a percentage of the mean of
all naps (except nap 4 and 10) for Pz
(mean  SEM; n ¼ 9). Symbols above the top
right hand panel (nap 6) indicate frequency
bins for which the factor Nap was significant
(P < 0.05; one-way rANOVA on log transformed
absolute values). Triangles near the abscissa
indicate a significant difference between the
value for the respective nap and the mean of all
naps in these frequency bins (P < 0.05;
Duncan’s multiple range test on log transformed
absolute values). Insets: original absolute
spectra between 11 and 16 Hz (spectra
of the individual nap ( ); mean spectra of all
naps (o); mean, n ¼ 9).
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Fig. 4. EEG power density per 0.25-Hz bin for the midline derivations (Fz, Cz, Pz, Oz) during stage two (mean  SEM; n ¼ 17). Left hand panels: Absolute EEG
power density between 8 and 18 Hz for the night naps ( ) and the day naps (*). Right hand panels: Relative night spectra (expressed as percentage of day values)
between 0.5 and 25 Hz. Symbols at the top of the top panel indicate frequency bins for which the interaction between Derivation and Condition was significant
(P < 0.05; rANOVA on log transformed absolute values). Triangles near the abscissa indicate a significant difference between day and night in these frequency bins
(P < 0.05; paired t-test corrected for multiple comparisons).

power density was reduced in the lower spindle frequency range and
enhanced in the higher frequency range in naps 2, 3, 8 and 9, i.e. in naps
occurring when melatonin was not secreted. In naps occurring when
melatonin was secreted (i.e. naps 5, 6 and 11), power density was
enhanced in the lower spindle frequency range and reduced in the
higher frequency range (see Fig. 3 for frequency bins with a significant
difference from the mean). The absolute spectra in the insets help to
illustrate that the opposite day- and night-time peaks in the low- and
high frequency range come about by a shift in the absolute power
spectra towards lower frequencies during the night.
Day–night difference
In a next step, the spectra of naps occurring during melatonin secretion
(night naps) were compared with the spectra of naps occurring outside
melatonin secretion (day naps; see Methods section). The left-hand
panel in Fig. 4 shows mean absolute EEG power density between 8 and
18 Hz during night and day naps. Visual inspection reveals more power
in the spindle peak during the night than during the day, and the curves
are shifted towards lower frequencies relative to the day spectra. For
better visualization of this day–night difference, the spectra of the

night naps are expressed as a percentage of the day nap spectra in the
range from 0.5 to 25 Hz (Fig. 4, right-hand panels). The interaction
between Derivation (Fz, Cz, Pz, Oz) and Condition (day, night) was
significant in the following frequency ranges: 5.5–14.75 Hz, 16.5–
17.75 Hz and 18.5–19 Hz (P at least <0.05; rANOVA).
There was a pronounced and significant nocturnal increase of EEG
power density in Cz, Pz and Oz in the following frequency ranges:
between 11.25 and 14.25 Hz in Cz; between 12.25 and 14.25 Hz in Pz;
and between 13 and 14.25 Hz in Oz (P < 0.05, day vs. night; paired
t-test corrected for multiple comparisons). In Fz, the increase (significant between 11 and 12.75 and 13.25 and 13.75 Hz) was less distinct
and also spanned to adjacent lower frequency ranges, i.e. the alpha and
theta range (see Fig. 4). The increase was maximal in the 13.5–
13.75 Hz bin and was significantly higher in Pz than in Cz, Oz and
Fz, as well as significantly lower in Fz than in the other three
derivations (Derivation, F3,48 ¼ 42.3, P < 0.01, rANOVA; Duncan’s
multiple range test, P < 0.0001). The nocturnal reduction of EEG
power density in the higher spindle frequency range (>14.75 Hz) did
not depend on derivation (no significant interaction between Derivation and Condition in the 14.75–16.5 Hz range).
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Instantaneous frequency analysis (FTFT)
Spindle density and spindle parameters
Spindle density (number of spindles/20 s epoch), duration, frequency,
amplitude, standard deviation of frequency (SD Frequency), frequency
at onset, frequency at offset and the difference between frequency at
onset and frequency at offset (D Frequency) were calculated (Fig. 5). A
two-way rANOVA with the factors Condition and Derivation was
performed for each of these variables (Table 1). The interaction
between these two factors yielded significance for spindle density,
frequency and duration. Post hoc comparison revealed that spindle
density was significantly higher during the night than during the day in
Pz (P < 0.001, Duncan’s multiple range test), whereas in Fz, no
significant day–night difference was observed. Spindle frequency
was significantly lower during the night than during the day in both
Fz and Pz (Fig. 5; P < 0.05, Duncan’s multiple range test). Spindle
duration was shorter during the night in Fz, and higher during the night
than during the day in Pz (Fig. 5; P < 0.05, Duncan’s multiple range
test). The main factor Derivation was significant for all variables, the
main factor Condition for all variables except for spindle duration.
Spindle amplitude was significantly higher during the night than
during the day and significantly higher in Pz than in Fz. SD Frequency,
a measure for intraspindle frequency variability, was significantly
higher during the day than during the night, and significantly higher
in Fz than in Pz (Fig. 5). In both derivations and during both conditions
(day, night), onset frequency was significantly higher than offset
frequency (Variable  Derivation, F1,16 ¼ 12.9, P < 0.01, rANOVA;
Variable  Condition, F1,6 ¼ 6.3, P < 0.05, rANOVA; Duncan’s multiple range test, P < 0.001, data not shown), i.e. frequency within a
spindle generally slowed down. The extent of this frequency reduction
(expressed as D Frequency, the difference between onset and offset
frequency) was however, significantly higher in Fz than in Pz and
significantly higher during the day than during the night (Fig. 5). The
smaller intraspindle downward frequency modulation during the night
than during the day implies an unequal reduction of onset and offset
frequency during the night. To test this, onset and offset frequency at
night were expressed as a percentage of onset and offset frequency
during the day (relative onset and offset frequency). In Fz, there was no
significant difference between the relative onset and offset frequency,
whereas in Pz, the onset frequency during the night was significantly
more reduced than the offset frequency (F1,16 ¼ 11.6, P < 0.005,
rANOVA).
Time incidence per 0.25 Hz frequency bin

Fig. 5. Mean density (number of sleep spindles per 20-s epoch of stage two),
frequency, duration, amplitude, standard deviation of frequency (SD Frequency,
intraspindle frequency variability), and difference between onset and offset
frequency (D Frequency) of sleep spindles during night naps (black bars) and
day naps (white bars) for the frontal (Fz) and parietal (Pz) derivation (mean  SEM; n ¼ 17). Asterisks indicate a significant difference between day and
night (P < 0.05; Duncan’s multiple range test).

The upper panels of Fig. 6 depict the time incidence per 0.25 Hz bin in
the 11–16 Hz range. A three-way rANOVA Derivation  Condition 
Frequency bin revealed a significant interaction between these factors
(F19,304 ¼ 11.7; P < 0.0001). There was a pronounced day-night difference in time incidence in Pz. The curve was shifted towards lower
frequencies during the night, resulting in a significant increase in the
low and middle spindle frequency range and significant reduction in
the upper frequency range (P < 0.05, Duncan’s multiple range test; see
Fig. 6 for exact frequency ranges). In Fz, there was not such a shift
between the curves, and they did not differ significantly up to 14 Hz.
A significant reduction, however, was found in the upper frequency
range (between 14 and 14.75 Hz) during the night (P < 0.05, Duncan’s
multiple range test).
Amplitude per 0.25 Hz frequency bin
The amplitude per 0.25 Hz bin in the 11–16 Hz range is illustrated in
the bottom panels of Fig. 6. The interaction between Derivation,
Condition and Frequency bin was significant (F19,304 ¼ 5.1;
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Table 1. Two-way rANOVA with the factors Condition and Derivation for spindle density (n/20 s), duration, frequency, amplitude, standard deviation of frequency
(SD Frequency), onset frequency, offset frequency, and difference between onset and offset frequency of sleep spindles
Condition

Condition  Derivation

Derivation

Variable

F1,16-value

P-value

F1,16-value

P-value

F1,16-value

P-value

Density
Duration
Mean frequency
Mean amplitude
SD frequency
Onset frequency
Offset frequency
Frequency difference

20.56
0.01
81.76
19.05
30.39
57.52
54.18
6.26

< 0.001
0.939
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.05

16.93
25.12
132.92
11.25
72.12
100.39
135.27
12.92

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.01
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.01

111.83
12.29
5.38
1.13
3.16
3.72
0.36
2.26

< 0.0001
< 0.01
< 0.034
0.303
0.1
0.072
0.556
0.15



P-values <0.05 were considered significant.

Fig. 6. Time incidence (per 20-s epoch stage two, above) and amplitude (below) per 0.25 Hz bin from 11 to 16 Hz during night naps ( ) and day naps (*);
mean  SEM; n ¼ 17. Asterisks indicate significant day–night differences (P < 0.05; Duncan’s multiple range test).

P < 0.0001, rANOVA). In both derivations, the night curve was shifted
towards lower frequencies relative to the day curve. The amplitude at
night was increased in the low frequency range and reduced in the
higher frequency range (for statistics see Fig. 6). The peak amplitude,
in the range between 13.5 and 14.5 Hz, was less distinct in Fz, where a
second peak in the very low frequency range (between 11 and 12 Hz)
occurred.

Discussion
The new combined high-time and high-frequency resolution spindle
analysis showed that density, frequency and amplitude of sleep
spindles vary with the circadian phase of endogenous melatonin
secretion and revealed a shift of sleep spindles to lower frequencies
concomitant with a higher amplitude in this frequency range during the
night. Circadian modulation of sleep spindle characteristics was not

uniform along the antero-posterior axis, but showed a parietal maximum.
Furthermore, we show that during the biological night, sleep
spindles were more stable in terms of reduced intraspindle frequency
variability. We found a general downward trend in frequency within
sleep spindles; spindle frequency at the end of the spindle was always
lower than at the beginning, but this intraspindle downward frequency
modulation was reduced during the night.
The shift towards lower frequencies during the subjective night
(when melatonin is secreted) comprised both time incidence and
amplitude. This confirms and extends previous data which demonstrated a tight temporal association between the endogenous melatonin
rhythm and the circadian profile of sleep spindle activity in the low
frequency range (12.25–13 Hz; Dijk et al., 1997). It is known that
administration of both a classical hypnotic such as a benzodiazepine or
(to a lesser extent) daytime melatonin both enhance spindle frequency
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activity particularly in the low frequency range (12.25–14 Hz (Johnson
et al., 1976; Borbély et al., 1985; Trachsel et al., 1990; Brunner et al.,
1991; Dijk et al., 1995). This has led to the hypothesis that the
frequency-specific circadian modulation of SFA is a mechanism to
reduce sensory sensitivity and thus favour sleep at the phase of normal
sleep time (Dijk & Czeisler, 1995a; Dijk et al., 1997). As yet, there are
no experimental data demonstrating a decrease in sensory throughput
associated with reduced spindle frequency that might support this
hypothesis
We have evidence that the variation of sleep pressure across naps
was only moderate. Slow-wave activity, a measure for the level of
homeostatic sleep pressure during sleep, did not show a substantial or
significant variation over time (Fig. 3). In addition, frontal low EEG
activity during wakefulness, a marker of the homeostatic buildup of
sleep pressure during wakefulness, exhibited only small changes in the
time course of this protocol (Cajochen et al., 2001). These data
demonstrate that we were successful in keeping sleep pressure
generally low during the 40 h and supports the assumption that,
although the influence of homeostatic sleep pressure cannot be
excluded completely, the effects reported here mainly reflect the
influence of circadian phase. Thus, our data further quantify the sleep
spindle-promoting action of the circadian pacemaker. It is still
unknown whether the spindle-generating thalamocortical network is
influenced directly by the SCN through neuronal pathways, or rather
indirectly, through other output variables of the circadian system.
Direct projections from the SCN to the thalamus (the paraventricular
thalamic nucleus) have recently been reported in rats (Novak et al.,
2000). The SCN has indirect projections to the the ventrolateral
preoptic nucleus (VLPO) via the dorsomedial hypothalamus (Chou
et al., 2002). The VLPO is crucial for NREM sleep promotion (Sherin
et al., 1996) and has reciprocal inhibitory connections with wakepromoting neurons in the basal forebrain and brainstem nuclei
(reviewed by Saper et al., 2001 and Pace-Schott & Hobson, 2002).
Among these, the pedunculopontine and laterodorsal tegmental nucei
(PPT-LDT) send direct cholinergic projections to the reticular thalamic
nucleus (Berendse & Groenewegen, 1990, 1991), which is thought to
play a key role in the regulation of thalamocortical transmission and to
be the initial site in the sleep spindle-generating network (Steriade
et al., 1993). This could be one possible neuronal pathway for the
circadian signal from the SCN to the sleep spindle generating system in
the thalamus. Alternatively, the circadian modulation of sleep spindles
might be mediated indirectly, via other output variables of the circadian pacemaker, such as melatonin. There is, however, a debate on
whether the changes in the EEG power spectra that occur across the
circadian cycle are based on the concomitant changes in body (and
brain) temperature, reflecting a nonspecific effect of temperature,
rather than a sleep-regulatory mechanism under circadian control
(Deboer & Tobler, 1995, 1998). Electroencephalogram frequencies
slow down with a temperature coefficient (Q10) of approximately 2.5
(Deboer & Tobler, 1995); thus low brain temperature at night could be
responsible for the shift of SFA in the power spectra towards lower
frequencies. To test this hypothesis, Dijk (1999) compared the EEG
power spectra from two time points during a forced desynchrony
protocol, one in the morning and one in the evening, where body
temperature was nearly identical. Low spindle frequency activity was
enhanced markedly in the evening, after the evening increase of
plasma melatonin levels, compared with the morning, where plasma
melatonin levels were low. Consequently, the circadian variation of
EEG spindle frequency activity is unlikely to be caused by changes in
body temperature.
Our data demonstrate for the first time that the circadian modulation of sleep spindle characteristics varies with brain location. The

most marked difference in the extent of circadian modulation is
between frontal and parietal SFA. Frequency differences in frontal
and parietal spindles during nocturnal sleep have been demonstrated previously (Gibbs & Gibbs, 1950; Werth et al., 1997; Zeitlhofer
et al., 1997; Zygierewicz et al., 1999; Anderer et al., 2001; Finelli
et al., 2001). Frontal spindles were found to have a lower frequency
(around 12 Hz) than parietal spindles (around 14 Hz) and these findings were interpreted as indication for the existence of two separate
types of sleep spindles. It is, however, still not known whether frontally
and parietally scalp-recorded sleep spindles originate from two functionally distinct thalamic sources. Spindle oscillations presumably
originate in the nucleus reticularis of the thalamus, and are transferred
via inhibitory GABAergic projections to thalamocortical neurons
in other thalamic nuclei (Steriade et al., 1993). As a result, sleep
spindles can be recorded from distant sites in the dorsal thalamus
(Contreras et al., 1997). Because the spindle-generating network
includes various reciprocal connections between the thalamus and
the cortex, the cortical distribution of sleep spindles might probably
reflect activities of corresponding nuclei within the dorsal thalamus.
Thus differences, e.g. in frequency or in circadian regulation, between
frontally and parietally scalp-recorded sleep spindles, do not necessarily imply two distinct spindle generators, but could represent
a topography-dependent modulation of one single type of spindle
oscillations, whose origin can be traced back to the thalamic reticular
nucleus from where is dispersed to distant sites within the thalamus. It
remains to be elucidated whether this topography-dependent modulation is related to distinct functional roles  such as memory consolidation and sleep protection  of sleep spindles in these brain regions.
We have recently reported frequency-specific topographical
changes within the spindle frequency range after manipulation of
sleep pressure (Knoblauch et al., 2002). Thus, both circadian and
homeostatic processes affect specific frequencies within the spindle
frequency range and this in turn depends on brain region. These results
emphasize the highly local and frequency-specific nature of sleep
spindle regulation.

Conclusions
The present data show that the close temporal association between the
melatonin secretory phase (‘biological night’) and sleep spindle
characteristics clearly depends on brain topography. They provide
further evidence for a brain region-specific modulation of sleep
spindles, which is regulated by the endogenous circadian pacemaker,
and strengthens the potential role of sleep spindles as a mechanism by
which the SCN facilitates sleep consolidation.
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